ENGINEERING INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE: START TO FINISH

START

- RESEARCH ONLINE ON HOW TO COMPLETE THE REQUIREMENT COE.TTU.EDU/IEP
- MEET WITH AN IEP DIPLOMAT
- START PROGRAM APPLICATION & WATCH STUDY ABROAD 101 VIDEO & TAKE ASSESSMENT
- MEET WITH YOUR IEP PROGRAM MANAGER (non faculty led programs must complete registration and pre-advising form on application, Seville students will be required to attend a logistics session)
- COMPLETE PRE-DECISION STEPS ON APPLICATION

GETTING READY

- APPLY FOR YOUR PASSPORT AND LOOK INTO VISA REQUIREMENTS
- DECIDE THE COURSES YOU WANT TO TAKE & EMAIL IEP PROGRAM MANAGER (if not already discussed; non-credit programs can skip this step)
- COMPLETE YOUR CPE WITH YOUR IEP PROGRAM MANAGER
- COMPLETE TTU ONLINE APPLICATION & REQUIRED PAPERWORK BY DEADLINE
- COMMIT TO PROGRAM AND COMPLETE REMAINING TASKS
- COMPLETE MANDATORY PRE-DEPARTURE ORIENTATION VIDEO & QUIZ ONLINE

ARRIVE IN HOST COUNTRY

- CONTACT FAMILY & IEP PROGRAM MANAGER
- CHECK TTU EMAIL WHILE ABROAD
- SHARE PHOTOS & STORIES WITH IEP SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS. TAG US!
- NON FACULTY-LED HAVE HOST UNIVERSITY SEND TRANSCRIPT TO TTU CREDIT COORDINATOR
- EMAIL ANY CHANGES IN YOUR COURSE SCHEDULE TO YOUR IEP PROGRAM MANAGER

MAP COLOR KEY

- YOU
- IEP

PASSPORT OFFICE LOCATED: INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTER
IEP = INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING PROGRAMS *LOCATED: DEAN'S OFFICE

CONNECT WITH US:

@ttucoeiep
@ttucoeiep
@ttuengineersabroad